ABSTRACTION COURSE 2022
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
These terms set out the terms and conditions on which the ABSTRACTION COURSE is
provided. Please ensure that you read these terms carefully.
Introduction
Seyna Art Gallery (SAG) is located along Kampala - Entebbe road. You branch off from a town
called Namulanda and continue for half a kilometre on Lutembe beach road. The art gallery is
largely a teaching gallery and it is located with in an Art institution called Nagenda International
Academy of Art and Design (NIAAD).
Over the years, SAG, though it programmes such as the Masterclass, SAG art residence, and now
the forth coming ABSTRACTION COURSE, has uplifted many upcoming artists by training them
and giving them a space in the gallery to exhibit their artworks.
SAG is fully funded by Art for Change Foundation Norway, www.artforchange.no but also
supported by artists and professionals of good will.
By submitting a completed registration from, you become an applicant to the course.
After a fair selection process, SAG and the selection team reserves its right to reject or accept your
application at their sole discretion.
SAG Obligations
The course will be delivered in English Language.
SAG will endeavour to deliver the course in the duration set out in the application form. Monday
10th January 2022 to Saturday 29th January 2022. The course starts at 9:00am and ends at 4:00pm,
Monday to Saturday (six days per week). Participants will be expected to attend the full course
diligently.
The course will be conducted in one of the studios at Nagenda International Academy of Art and
Design (NIAAD), or any other location as might be required. This does not in any way imply that
you are admitted as a student at NIAAD. However you might me required to observe a reasonable
level of adherence to some social norms of the Art institution.
SAG shall provide you with sufficient access to materials as SAG deems reasonably necessary for
the course.
You will be provided with lunch from Monday to Saturday. All meals will be prepared on site by a
service provider. SAG will endeavour supervise that quality meals are provided. All meals served
will be local Ugandan food.
SAG shall provide you with accommodation at the students’ hostels. Accommodation will be
shared. Ie, two people in a room. Rooms have a toilet and a bathroom.
You will be given a pocket money of USD 14 per week.

Your Obligations
You agree to comply at all times with the terms and regulations, with applicable regulations of the
class. You will attend the full course and in the event that you cannot due to an avoidable
circumstances, you will inform the SAG coordinator and the class instructor in time.
You agree that during the term of the course you will not either solely or jointly with or on behalf of
any third party directly or indirectly: defame, abuse, harass, threaten or otherwise violate the legal
rights of other participants and staff.
You agree that in the interest of the ABSTRACTION COURSE and the other participants, SAG
shall have the right to remove you from the course if in SAG’s reasonable opinion your behaviour
does, or is likely to jeopardise the experience of other participants or the reputation of SAG,
NIAAD, Art For Change Foundation or the Course Security and Health.
SAG will endeavour to provide you with personal security while you are within the precincts of the
institution. SAG will put in place measures to safeguard against the spread of the Covid-19
Pandemic. However, it is your full responsibility to ensure that you too safeguard yourself and not
pose a danger to other participants to get the disease.
Property
SAG FREE COURSES are aimed to support both Artists and the Gallery: Artists by learning and
developing, SAG by slowly extending its collection. For this reason:
ALL WORKS DONE DURING THE COURSE WILL REMAIN PROPERTY OF SAG .
SAG reserves the right to transfer any artwork which is its property and in its custody at its sole
discretion. In some instances the artist might be made aware of such a transfer.
Final Exhibition
The paintings which will be produced will be exhibited in SAG at the close of the course. SAG
reserves the right to choose the artworks to be exhibited in the Galley
We look forward to interacting and working with you. We value and respect your creativity.
Thank you for choosing Seyna Art Gallery!

